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ABSTRACT

Integrated Data Access Management (IDAM) is a data access tool for analysis, visualisation, and
modelling. It is developed at CCFE for MAST-U data access. Data access is based on data objects
from within the files. IDAM is also put capable. Metadata from raw and analysed files is written to
the IDAM database. The IDAM server uses a plugin architecture for each data resource type. The
goal of the presented work is to build a workflow which will access and eventually store CAD data
through IDAM. CAD data in IDAM has a single source, i.e. it is stored in a single location as CATIA
files. A first step is to build a data resource which will include metadata and a catalogue design. This
step includes categorising the resources and recording them to the IDAM database. The data resource
will provide CAD data in a STEP format for two workflows. The first workflow is an engineering
one, in which more complex 3D models are required in STEP format to be read by COMSOL and
ANSYS and perform, for example, electro-magnetic numerical simulations. The second workflow
is a scientific one, in which 2D axisymmetric section-cuts are performed on CAD models with dif-
ferent levels of detail. The section cut is performed for a specific angle φ from the horizontal axis.
These section-cuts are then converted/exported by a python plug-in to VTK/XML and used by the
equilibrium physics code, EFIT++ developed by General Atomic enhanced at CCFE.. Attention is
given to the definition of a structure in the STEP file in order to locate different components needed
for the code. Generally, it is better to have one file to ensure the data provenance of the workflow.
Better efficiency could be achieved with a zero-copy approach type movement, such that no unnec-
essary copying of the STEP file is done. The second step is to develop an IDAM server plugin to
get/put metadata for CAD data objects into an object store. This will serve the data through the
plug-in. The IDAM storage includes collection and cataloguing of the metadata during the CAD data
handling. This ensures that the CAD data provenance tracking and capture are together with other
objects available in the IDAM.

*See http://www.euro-fusionscipub.org/mst1
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Table 1: Abbreviations
IDAM Integrated Data Access Management
CCFE Culham Centre for Fusion Energy
JET Joint European Torus
IMAS Integrated Modelling and Analysis Suite
ITER International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
NetCDF Network Common Data Form
PFC Plasma Facing Components
SQL Structured Query Language

1 INTRODUCTION

Physics codes need CAD data as one of the inputs for running the numerical simulations. The
CAD data represents 3D geometry (volume or surface) or 2D geometry, and can be stored and served
in different formats. The usual procedure for acquiring the CAD data is submitting a request for the
specified CAD model to the drawing office (DO) and subsequent preparation of the CAD model for
the specific physics code usage. The acquisition and preparation of the CAD model is a tedious and
time consuming process. Also, no records of CAD model alternations are made.

The purpose of this work is to build a data resource related to the CAD models and be served
through the IDAM. At first, CAD data resource development is planned for the MAST-U device,
continuing with other devices such as JET and ITER . The basic CAD models will be saved as STEP
files in the database. CAD files are prepared and stored in different directories, according to the
device sections. Also, CAD data with different device part granularity, will be specified depending
on the physics codes needs. More detailed CAD models will be available for FEM analyses such as
COMSOL, and more simplified models for magnetic analysis such as for EFIT++.

Figure 1: Two possible workflows are shown: first workflow converts CAD data to STEP format, and
the second workflow converts 2D section slice to VTK/XML for EFIT++ code. 2D section slice is
done for a given angle φ.

Several CAD databases are foreseen. The source database contains the CAD files in the STEP
format. Different databases will be created in addition to the source database. For example, one
database will contain the mesh of the CAD geometry. Another database will have the XML files
describing the CAD geometry needed, for example, for EFIT++ code. Additional databases will be
created according to the physics codes planned to be served through the IDAM. The goal of this
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work is to offer a CAD service through the IDAM such that the user will be able, by using the IDAM
CAD plug-in to get the complete machine description needed for running a numerical simulation for
a specific physics code. The user only specifies the desired device part and the complete machine
description is served whether that is a mesh, 3D/2D geometry, or simplified shape in XML format.

Two workflows for generating the IDAM CAD database are planned, Fig. 1. In the first work-
flow more complex models are required in 3D STEP format to be read by COMSOL and ANSYS
and perform, for example, electro-magnetic numerical simulations. In the second workflow 2D axi-
symmetric section-cuts are performed. The section cut is performed for a specific angle φ from
the horizontal axis. These section-cuts are than, using a python plug-in, converted/exported to
VTK/XML and used by a physics codes, such as EFIT++. From the initial STEP files, different
data can be generated depending on the physics code and then stored in the database. A mesh can be
generated from 3D geometry or an XML file can be created and stored from a 2D section cut.

2 IDAM

Integrated Data Access Management (IDAM) is a standard data access tool used at Culham Cen-
tre for Fusion Energy (CCFE). It is an access tool used for analysis, visualisation, and modelling of
data relevant to the MAST-U operations. Many types of data are supported, such as experimental,
modelling, metadata, configuration, provenance, scalar, array, file, object, etc. Also, IDAM cen-
tralises all data access in order to relieve the user about the data details and administration. IDAM
enables access to data from local and remote data sources. A data processing workflow operates be-
tween the experiments as all data is collected and stored in raw data files. Metadata from the raw data
is generated and than stored in the IDAM database. In addition, analysed data is stored in analysed
data files and metadata for these files is created and stored in a IDAM database. Metadata offers the
ability for the physics codes to access the data through the IDAM infrastructure [1]. A new IDAM
feature is available for the MAST-U device. IDAM is now capable of writing data, that is to say,
IDAM is input capable.

IDAM has an interface which offers multiple programming languages usage such as C, C++, IDL,
Fortran, Python, Java, and Matlab. IDAM features a unified interface and centralised access to all
data types, such that using the data is simplified.

The design attribute that enables the above mentioned IDAM features, is the abstraction. Ab-
straction is done for all data types and from any kind of data sources. Single data access through the
IDAM insures the single source of the information which provides one version of the truth concern-
ing the data origin. Abstraction is performed by using the metadata stored in the IDAM catalogue
which is used to query for data resources. With this catalogue data provenance is ensured by use of
versions, dates, and unique identifiers [2]. Also, the catalogue provides a discovery recourse and data
context [3].

IDAM is being implemented within the ITER Integrated Modelling and Analysis Suite (IMAS)
which will deliver data for validation, put and get IDS data from MDS Plus HDF5 files, and provide
data provenance [4].

2.1 Data retrieval in IDAM

The data in the IDAM database is stored manually by the database manager. In this process the
data is stored in a specific place, and metadata is created which is required for IDAM to unambigu-
ously locate the requested data. Signal alias character is given for each data and stored in the IDAM
metadata catalogue. The client requests the data from the IDAM, and if the alias name is specified,
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the IDAM server communicates with the IDAM database to locate requested data. If the client gives
the actual name of the data, then there is no need for the IDAM server to communicate with the
IDAM database.

Fig. 2 shows an example of four files which are stored in IDAM. One can see in the first column
the signal id given with a discharged number. The second column is the alias name of the specific
file, and in the third column, the full description of the file stored in IDAM, which is needed to locate
the file. The full description contains , the name of the plug-in used for the specific file, the name
of the specific file, and the location of the specific file where it is stored. Also, there is some other
information that helps the plug-in to serve the data but which is not necessary to be specified by the
user. The first three files are XML type files and the last one is a STEP type file.

The BYTESPLUGIN type plug-in shown in the example, Fig. 2, is a general plug-in used to read
and copy general content. There are other types of plug-ins available for use in IDAM. Depending
on the data type and usage, plug-ins could search and copy specific parts of the file, and also do other
specific data operations.

Figure 2: Examples of specific files stored in the IDAM. IDAM aliasis for various data types are
shown in addition to the specific names and storage locations for the files.

3 CAD DATA SERVICE IN IDAM

This work focuses on extending the IDAM capabilities, that is, serving the users with CAD data
through the IDAM. In order to facilitate this, a CAD database is created together with a new IDAM
CAD plug-in. The CAD database stores the CAD data in STEP format. The CAD data can be for
2D and 3D geometry. The STEP format is the standard format which is used to store the geometry in
the CAD database, which can be than extended with different types of data depending on the physics
code usage. Also, different granularity of each device part can be stored in the database, in such
a way that the user can choose the level of detail needed for the numerical simulation. The IDAM
accesses the CAD database by using the abstraction, the same procedure as accessing the signal data.
Metadata is created for the CAD data and stored internally in the IDAM database. The CAD database
is located in one central location and served to users through the IDAM application.

Several types of data can be stored in the CAD database alongside the STEP files, such as meshes
for 2D or 3D geometry, XML files, and any other type with which IDAM usage will be expanded to
other physics codes.

The CAD data is organised according to the device sections, shown in Fig. 3. Each section is
stored in a separate folder. In every folder single CAD files are stored for each device component.
Every part has a STEP file and additional files according to the physics code usage. The IDAM CAD
plug-in reads the CAD data from the CAD database, whether it is a STEP file or any other format,
and together with the other data needed to run the physics code, are passed to the physics code. For
now only the database for MAST-U is built, later more databases will be built for devices such as
JET and ITER.

Figure 4 shows how IDAM serves the physics code with different types of signal data. There
are several types of data for signals depending on the device in question. The signal data type for
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Figure 3: CAD data is organised according to the device sections. At the beginning, only CAD
database for MAST-U device is created. More CAD databases are planned for other tokamak devices.
IDAM CAD plug-in reads the CAD data from the CAD database into IDAM, and then together with
other data is served to the physics code.

MAST-U device is NETCDF, for JET device, it is PPF, and for ITER (IMAS) it is IDS. The signal
data is stored in the signal data storage. Metadata for the signal data is created and than stored in the
IDAM database. Finally, a new database is created, CAD database, from which IDAM will read and
serve the CAD data. The CAD data together with the signal data represent the machine description
which are served to the physics code.

Figure 4: Different data types are stored in separated databases in IDAM. Signal data storage can
have different signal data depending on the device. Metadata is stored in the IDAM database, and
geometry is stored in the newly created CAD database.

Figure 5 shows the complete IDAM infrastructure together with the newly added possibility to
access the CAD data storage with the CAD IDAM plug-in coloured in blue. One can see that the
access to data through IDAM can be done locally on the local network and externally by using the
internet. Users of the IDAM application, installed on the local machine, can communicate with
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other IDAM applications installed on a different machine and exchange data between each other.
Several IDAM plug-ins are available depending on which signal data is needed such as XML, SQL,
NetCDF4, JET PPF, binary, etc. Communication between applications is bi-directional.

Figure 5: IDAM complete infrastructure together with the newly added IDAM CAD plug-in and
CAD data storage (coloured in blue). This infrastructure serves the physics code with the complete
machine description needed for numerical simulation.

The IDAM infrastructure offers the possibility to access the data internally or to communicate
with other IDAM applications on different machines on which the IDAM application is installed.
This enables different IDAM applications to share between each other data concerning the data which
is needed for a complete machine description.

3.1 IDAM CAD plug-in

The basic task of the IDAM CAD plug-in is to read and serve the CAD data. The CAD data is
stored in the CAD database and is retrieved by the user, with specified alias. Also, the exact name
can be specified and in that case, the IDAM server does not need to communicate with the IDAM
database in order to locate the specified file.

As work progresses additional functions will be added to the IDAM CAD plug-in. If the plug-
in function is not time consuming, the plug-in can create the data as it is requested by the user.
Otherwise, the data will be created and stored initially and the users can just read and copy the
requested data. At the time of writing the paper, work is done in creating a plug-in function which
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will provide a complete machine description, including the CAD data, as an input for the physics
code EFIT++. This plug-in function provides a 2D section cut of the tokamak device part at a specific
angle φ which is used as an input in the numerical simulation. This 2D section cut can be saved as a
STEP file in the database or produced by the IDAM CAD plug-in when it is requested. This depends
on the time needed for the plug-in operation.

The original, detailed 2D section cut can be used for FEM analysis. In addition, transformation
of this 2D section cut can be done in order to be used as an input for the physics codes such as
EFIT++, Fig. 6. The shapes in the 2D section cut are transformed into parallelograms (pixelised)
since the structures can be read in EFIT++ only as parallelograms. Coordinates of the parallelograms
centres together with the parallelograms lengths and angles are then stored in a XML file. If the time
needed for the plug-in operation is large, the XML file is stored in the database for use by other users.
Otherwise, the operation is done by the plug-in when the user requests it.

Figure 6: Shape pixelation performed by the IDAM CAD plug-in. On the left is the original shape
and on the right is the pixelised shape. The 2D section cut is transformed into parallelogram shapes.
The centre of the parallelograms together with the parallelograms lengths and angles are written in a
XML file.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A new plug-in is created for IDAM, which is used for reading and operating with CAD data. This
plug-in is called IDAM CAD plug-in and is used in conjunction with the newly built CAD database.
CAD files for 2D and 3D geometry are stored in STEP format in the CAD database. In addition to
these STEP files, other formats of CAD data are stored. Also, meshes of the CAD data is stored and
are available to the users.

The IDAM CAD plug-in can perform a 2D cut section of the tokamak CAD geometry at a specific
angle φ from the horizontal axis. This section cut can be then used for FEM analysis or can be
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pixelated. Pixelation of the shape represents the transformation of the shape into parallelograms that
are then written in a XML file for use by the physics code EFIT++. The goal of this work is to serve
the physics code through the IDAM application with the complete machine description needed for
different numerical simulations.

Future work is planned in extending the IDAM CAD plug-in capabilities. Also, more physics
codes are planned to be served with this plug-in. For example, first wall surfaces can be generated
by the plug-in for the PFCFLUX physics code which calculates the heat flux on the plasma facing
components (PFC) [5].
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